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Abstract
Ensuring proper dosage of treatment and repetition over time is a major challenge in neurorehabilitation. However, a require-
ment of physical distancing to date compromises their achievement. While mostly associated to COVID-19, physical distanc-
ing is not only required in a pandemic scenario, but also advised for several clinical conditions (e.g. immunocompromised 
individuals) or forced for specific social contexts (e.g. people living in remote areas worldwide). All these contexts advocate 
for the implementation of alternative healthcare models. The objective of this perspective is to highlight the benefits of 
remote administration of rehabilitative treatment, namely telerehabilitation, in counteracting physical distancing barriers 
in neurorehabilitation. Sustaining boosters of treatment outcome, such as compliance, sustainability, as well as motivation, 
telerehabilitation may adapt to multiple neurological conditions, with the further advantage of a high potential for individu-
alization to patient’s or pathology’s specificities. The effectiveness of telerehabilitation can be potentiated by several tech-
nologies available to date: virtual reality can recreate realistic environments in which patients may bodily operate, wearable 
sensors allow to quantitatively monitor the patient’s performance, and signal processing may contribute to the prediction 
of long-term dynamics of patient recovery. Telerehabilitation might spark its advantages far beyond the mere limitation of 
physical distancing effects, mitigating criticalities of daily neurorehabilitative practice, and thus paving the way to the envi-
sion of mixed models of care, where hospital-based procedures are complementarily integrated with telerehabilitative ones.
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Introduction

The amount of training and its reiteration over time are key 
factors driving a favorable outcome of neurorehabilitative 
treatments [1, 2]. However, keeping a proper dosage and the 
repetition sustained in the course of time is demanding for 
all actors of neurorehabilitation. On the one side, healthcare 
providers must face overscheduling despite a limited avail-
ability of equipped spaces and specialized professionals; on 
the other side, families have to re-organize their daily rou-
tines planning travels to rehab facilities, and thus covering 
high costs in terms of money and time of caregivers [3, 4]. 
A key challenge in neurorehabilitation practice is to ensure a 
timely access to cure and its continuity, removing all hinder-
ing factors. Among them, constrained physical distancing is 
one of the most detrimental, since it may affect most of the 
neurorehabilitative procedures, spanning from the clinician/
patient contact to the joint attendance of treatment spaces.
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In this perspective, we will examine how the constrained 
physical distancing affects the prosecution of traditional neu-
rorehabilitation programs, hurdling the continuity of reha-
bilitative pathways. We will propose that telerehabilitation 
could represent a valuable solution to sustain neurorehabili-
tative continuity of cure by overcoming social isolation bar-
riers. Previous findings indicated that telerehabilitation may 
have a positive impact on a range of primary and secondary 
neurological outcomes [1, 5, 6] despite the large heteroge-
neity of interventional parameters and protocol design [5]. 
Here, our scope is not to ascertain the efficacy of telereha-
bilitation, but rather to highlight its main advantages and 
to propose a series of suggestions aimed at maximizing its 
efficacy and sustainability, in light of modern technology.

In summary, constrained social distance as the one expe-
rienced during 2020 pandemic could be seen as an oppor-
tunity to rethink current neurorehabilitative routines, envi-
sioning mixed procedures in which face-to-face sessions are 
integrated and combined with telerehabilitation.

The impact of physical distancing 
constraints on neurorehabilitation

Neurorehabilitation is endowed with a peculiar social voca-
tion. Indeed, its activities are grounded on the interaction 
across patients, caregivers and a multidisciplinary rehabili-
tative team, and usually take place in spaces hosting mul-
tiple patients who can potentially interact with each other. 
This is why physical distancing constraints severely affect 
common neurorehabilitative procedures. Exemplars are the 
consequences of the physical distancing measures combined 
with changes in healthcare services regulation following the 
recent COVID-19 pandemic outbreak, as also indicated by 
several national guidelines[7]. First, most of in-patients 
treatments have been confined to patient’s room, which is 
intrinsically not conceived for hosting rehabilitation treat-
ment; second, the clinical activities requiring an internal 
flow (e.g. movement between floors or to reach gym) have 
been suspended, as well as all the out-patients treatments or 
those delivered at home by therapists; third, meeting activi-
ties and clinical interviews with patient’s familiars are cur-
rently conducted only by phone or email. As a consequence 
of such radical measures, rehabilitation programs have been 
reduced, pursuing only short-term and primary goals, and 
the activities of the rehabilitative team have been limited to 
those strictly necessary. Noteworthy, beyond physical dis-
tancing measures, also changes in healthcare services access 
regulation are negatively affecting the access to rehabilita-
tive services during the current pandemic.

Beyond pandemic condition, physical distancing con-
straints are daily experienced by immunocompromised 
individuals undergoing neurorehabilitation, e.g. people with 

aggressive forms of multiple sclerosis undergoing hemat-
opoietic stem cell transplantation [8, 9], or frail neurologi-
cal patients suffering from multimorbidity. Constrained dis-
tancing limits rehabilitative options also for patients with 
infectious disease requiring contact isolation [10]; also in 
these cases, the access to common spaces (e.g. gym, swim-
ming pools) is restricted, and rehabilitative procedures are 
bounded to patient’s room.

Outside the infectious prevention, physical distancing is 
a condition experienced also by people living in war zones, 
incarcerated [11], refugees [12], and, most widely, persons 
that live in remote areas of the world [13], especially in 
developing countries [14]. In such cases, the negative impact 
of distancing and isolation may be exacerbated by the dif-
ficulties in transports intrinsic to neurological disability [14].

The interplay between neurological disability and social 
isolation is worth a discussion. Indeed, disability by itself is 
an independent factor promoting social isolation for patients 
[15, 16] and caregivers [17]. Thus, all the physical distanc-
ing factors discussed above may favor the establishment of a 
vicious circle in which a poor continuity of cure, limiting the 
rehabilitative outcome, ends up in feeding physical distanc-
ing itself (see Fig. 1).

In this realm, adapting to physical distancing scenarios 
represents an imperative challenge for neurorehabilitation, 
whose settings and procedures need to be re-organized to 
guarantee the achievement of treatment objectives even 
in the absence of physical closeness among rehabilitation 
actors. Such solutions may spark the advantages far beyond 
the mere mitigation of pandemic effects, removing barriers 
that affect daily neurorehabilitative practice, and thus pro-
moting its sustainability.

Telerehabilitation: an extra‑weapon 
for physical distancing consequences

The recent advances in Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICTs) enabled a growing amount of people 
worldwide to remotely interact at affordable costs, embrac-
ing the possibility to join in complex human activities like 
neurorehabilitation. Telerehabilitation extends treatment 
delivery beyond the boundaries of traditional healthcare 
facilities, reaching patients regardless of the distance. This 
way, telerehabilitation would represent an extra weapon to 
contrast the detrimental impact of physical distancing on 
cure accessibility, offering advantages related to both quan-
titative and qualitative determinants of treatment outcome.

Among the former, continuity of cure is one of the most 
challenging. Its relevance has been acknowledged in mani-
fold chronic neurological conditions [18], in which patient 
needs, treatment goals, and procedures have to be peri-
odically reconsidered. Stroke one of the leading causes of 
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acquired adult disability [18, 19] represents a remarkable 
example of the necessity to implement long-term rehabilita-
tive support. While in stroke patients neurorehabilitation is 
mostly confined to post-acute phase, the functional improve-
ment is typically distributed over a longer time window. Dur-
ing the months following the post-acute phase, stroke survi-
vors may further take advantage from task-oriented practice 
promoting adaptive learning and compensation strategies, 
as well as from specific rehabilitation interventions aimed 
to improve independence in activities of daily living, social 
interaction and environmental adaptations [18]. Contrasting 
the downsizing of rehabilitation providers and the difficul-
ties associated with physical distancing, telerehabilitation 
represents a suitable solution to sustain the continuity of 
neurorehabilitation during the post-discharge phase of stroke 
patients [20], ensuring an excellent compliance to treatment 
[1, 21, 22].

Even more so, the same approach may offer advantages in 
chronic-progressive models of neurological diseases, where 
rehabilitation has to be periodically delivered lifetime, and 
adjusted according to the progression of symptoms. Indeed, 
telerehabilitation has proven feasible and effective in neu-
rological conditions, such as multiple sclerosis (MS) [23], 
Parkinson’s disease[24] and Alzheimer’s disease[25]. The 
capacity of telerehabilitation to promote continuity of cure 
extends to disadvantaged social contexts, and have been 
remarked in explorative studies conducted in resource-lim-
ited rural settings of developing countries, where neurore-
habilitation is challenged by lack of trained personnel and 
huge geographic barriers [14].

Another quantitative factor easily affordable by teler-
ehabilitation is the maximization of treatment dosage. A 
large body of studies evidenced that greater amounts of 
practice amplify neural plasticity processes, reflecting in 
a faster and higher improvement of behavioral functions 
[2, 26, 27]. Such a dose-dependent effect of training also 

applies to neurorehabilitation, with the time scheduled for 
therapy positively correlated with the therapy outcome [2]. 
Telerehabilitation may help to overcome several criticali-
ties for treatment dosage even beyond those strictly due to 
physical distancing. Indeed, while limited resources and 
personnel make the rationing of traditional cure unavoid-
able, telerehabilitation would sustain the treatment dos-
age, counteracting the limited amount of exercises usually 
delivered in hospitalized settings [2, 28].

Another feature of telerehabilitation potentially boost-
ing effectiveness is its continuous availability, which in 
turn sets no obstacles to the treatment delivery during 
the sensitive window for each patient. On the contrary, in 
common hospitalized settings, the long waiting lists often 
impede the administration of treatment in proper time, 
making it available only belatedly, i.e. not well-matching 
the patient’s window of improvement.

A key qualitative factor for a positive outcome is 
patient’s motivation [29–31], both in its external and inter-
nal components [29]. The former—related to the engaging 
properties of the administered tasks—can be handled by 
means of gamification elements and virtual reality, mak-
ing the rehabilitative experience attractive [20, 22, 32, 
33]. The latter—stemming from patient’s own awareness 
of improvements—may be obtained through the dynamic 
adjustment of rehabilitation goal [34], as well as by means 
of the delivery of performance-dependent and rewarding 
feedbacks [22].

Another point of strength of telerehabilitation relies on its 
home-based setting. Indeed, besides the logistic facilitations 
for patients and caregivers, the possibility to act in a familiar 
scenario may boost participation to procedures, especially in 
categories of subjects like children suffering from cerebral 
palsy [22, 30, 35] and cognitively impaired elder people 
[25], whose behavior and commitment to tasks may dete-
riorate when acting in unfamiliar environments [36].

Fig. 1  The vicious circle 
involving social distance and 
neurological disability. Factors 
hurdling the continuity of reha-
bilitative pathways impede a 
favorable outcome, ending up in 
feeding social distancing itself
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Noteworthy, to be applied in a wide population and over 
prolonged times, treatments have to display an adequate 
sustainability. Telerehabilitation fulfills this requirement, 
thanks to its capacity to relieve the care burden affecting 
caregivers and healthcare providers, impacting on the global 
economic cost by reducing travel expenses and decreasing 
loss of productivity time [37], in particular when applied to 
larger rural areas [38, 39].

Besides cost-effectiveness gains [38–40], advanced teler-
ehabilitation protocols have shown satisfactory profiles of 
feasibility. This latter has been extensively investigated in a 
recent study on children suffering from unilateral cerebral 
palsy, where outcomes, such as customization of exercises, 
acceptability at home, required effort and technological suit-
ability, highlighted a feasible profile of the intervention [30].

All these factors may deeply contribute to establishing 
coherence between patient’s behavior and prescribed indi-
cations, boosting a major factor of neurorehabilitation out-
come, i.e. compliance to treatment. In this regard, a criti-
cal issue may be represented by the verification of patient’s 
adherence to expected procedures. Even such a monitoring 
activity may be conducted via ICTs, using dedicated on-
line daily questionnaires and diaries [22], as well as session 
video recordings acquired by means of webcams installed 
at patient’s home [22, 30].

Limitations

Aside to the above-mentioned strenghts, telerehabilitation 
presents some weaknesses (see Peretti et al. [41]). The first 
limitation is the absence of in-person session monitoring, 
potentially impacting on the verification of safety of pro-
cedures. Any solution allowing for an an online and remote 
monitoring of the patient’s performance (webcams or sen-
sors), the involvement and education of caregivers, and when 
possible the periodical alternation with in-person sessions, 
would temperate this criticality. The second issue concerns 
the heterogeneous evidence in terms of procedures, out-
comes and effectiveness, narrowing a broader applicability. 
A recent metanalysis conducted by Laver and coworkers [42] 
showed that, despite the increasing number of studies test-
ing the efficacy of telerehabilitation in patients with stroke, 
it is hard to reach conclusions on its effectiveness due to the 
considerable variability across studies in terms of interven-
tions and outcome measures. However, since several stud-
ies comparing telerehabilitation and in-person treatment did 
not found outcomes significantly different between groups, 
the authors suggest that at least in stroke, telerehabilitation 
efficacy would be not inferior to that of traditional rehabilita-
tion, with estimated effect sizes in favour of telerehabilita-
tion ranging from 0.48 [− 1.36, 2.32] for balance to 1.23 
[− 2.17,4.64] for upper-limb motor function [42]. Future 
research would benefit from the adoption of standardized 

procedures and outcome measures, which would in turn ena-
ble the comparison across studies and the delivery of more 
robust recommendations for telerehabilitative practice. For 
this purpose, the routinary adoption of telerehabilitative pro-
cedures during current pandemic would represent an unique 
opportunity to collect robust data on telerehabilitation, to 
conduct a rigorous investigation of its cost-effectiveness, and 
to reach solid results on its feasibility and efficacy.

Since advanced telerehabilitation is associated with an 
enhanced use of technologies as VR and sensors, it is worth 
to mention also the benefits and disadvntages specifically 
linked to their adoption. When dealing with technologically 
advanced procedures, a further limitation regards the low 
acceptance by people with poor confidence with digital 
technology. This issue, potentially involving both patients 
and providers, may be counteracted by a preliminary train-
ing and by implementing easily affordable procedures. 
Of note, scarce confidence with digital technology would 
likely reduce in the next decades, when digital natives will 
progressively represent an even larger slice of the overall 
population.

The main advantages and weaknesses of advanced teler-
ehabilitation, as well as the measures aimed at counteracting 
limitations, are summarized in Table 1.

Suggestions for telerehabilitation 
implementation

As a general principle, the ideal telerehabilitative treatment 
should be intensive, warrant a proper repetition over time 
and sustain patient motivation and interest [1, 6]. Indeed, 
these are all factors contributing to maximize the neurore-
habilitative treatment outcome.

The establishment of telerehabilitation in the daily rou-
tines of neurological patients necessarily implies the defini-
tion of key aspects impacting on its efficacy and sustainabil-
ity. These include (a) the identification of patients eligible 
for receiving treatment, in turn informing the individuali-
zation of procedures according to patient’s or pathology’s 
specificities (b) the choice of telerehabilitative approach, c) 
the definition of the setting, including devices and sensors 
collecting data relative to patient performance, and finally, 
(d) the selection of signal processing procedures suitable 
to provide insights on the current patient performance, and 
possibly predict future developments. These points will be 
addressed separately in the next sections.

Patient eligibility and treatment individualization

With the exception of few procedures where physical contact 
between patients and therapists is essential, such as manipu-
lative treatments, most of common neurological impairments 
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may take advantage of telerehabilitation, whose procedures 
need to be tuned to patient’s own impairments and rehabili-
tation objectives.

In the realm of stroke-related disability, upper-extremities 
motor training represents one of the most suitable scopes 
for telerehabilitation[1, 6]. Here, goal-oriented approaches 
have proven effective in inducing motor improvements simi-
lar to those produced by traditional in-clinic rehabilitation. 
Besides upper-limbs motor domain, also balance and gait 
symptoms due to stroke may benefit from telerehabilitative 
treatment [43]. However, the implementation of domicilary 
setting for walking training is more challenging due to the 
limited space and to safety concerns. In this regard, the use 
of computer screens or projectors as viewing devices in 
place of immersive visors, and more generally the selection 
of wireless devices could prevent the risk of falls during 
training procedures [44].

The design of stroke telerehabilitative procedures 
should take into account the presence of associated symp-
toms potentially affecting patient’s adherence to treat-
ment. Among them, spasticity — affecting about one-third 
of patients with stroke[45] might support the choice of 

customized and easy-to-handle haptic devices, as well as 
the adoption of sensors compatible with spastic hypertonia 
(e.g. sensorized gloves should be avoided). Moving to the 
visual domain, when symptoms like hemianopsia or unilat-
eral spatial neglect concur, the design of stimuli and their 
administration need to be adapted to patient’s own visual 
skills [46].

Among neurodegenerative movement disorders, Parkin-
son’s disease (PD) is the one in which telerehabilitation is 
most adopted. In patients with PD, the remote delivery of 
motor tasks associated to visual, auditory or haptic feed-
backs may be effective to improve postural stability and 
walking skills [47, 48]. Here, safety recommendations 
similar to those indicated above for gait training in stroke 
patients should be embraced. Interestingly, the potential 
application of telerehabilitation in PD goes beyond the train-
ing of gait-related abilities, encompassing the possibility to 
target upper-limb motricity [24] or phonological skills [49]. 
Noteworthy, people with PD undergoing Levodopa pharma-
cological treatment should be instructed to perform training 
only during the ON state to limit the negative impact of 
motor fluctuation on telerehabilitative sessions [50].

Table 1  Main advantages and limitations of technologically-advanced telerehabilitation

Advantages Limitations Countermeasures

Telerehabilitation Acting in a com-
fortable, home-
based, setting

Possibility to reach 
remote locations

Dynamic adapt-
ability to patient’s 
profile and 
environment

Reduced transports
Increased sustain-

ability of reha-
bilitative pathway

Absence of in-person monitoring Adoption of technologically-advanced 
remote monitoring

Caregiver’s active involvement and educa-
tion

Absence of physical, face-to-face contact 
with healthcare personnel

Difficult symptomatic therapy adjust-
ment

Difficult evaluation and management of 
spasticiy

Adoption of a “mixed model”, alternating 
traditional face-to-face neurorehabilita-
tion with telerehabilitation

Heterogeneous evidences on telereha-
bilitative procedures, settings and 
outcomes

Adoption of standardized procedures and 
outcome measures

Systematic, research-oriented collection of 
data during telerehabilitation protocols

Use of technologically-advanced 
devices (e.g. Virtual Reality, 
sensors)

Gamificated 
features boosting 
motivation and 
engagement

Creation of immer-
sive or aug-
mented virtual 
scenarios

Online feedback 
delivery

Acquisition of 
biomarkers via 
dedicated sensors

Administration in 
ecological, real-
life environment

Patient’s digital 
phenotyping

Low acceptance by people with poor 
confidence with technology

Need of prompt technical assistance in 
case of malfunctioning

Side effects related to virtual reality 
(motion sickness syndrome)

Increase of equipment costs

Preliminary patient’s training
Implementation of easy-to-use, cost-

affordable and safe equipment
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Moving to younger subjects, telerehabilitation is facili-
tated by the higher degree of confidence with technology. 
This would be the case of people with MS. Consistently with 
the heterogeneous clinical manifestations of MS, here telere-
habilitation can target multiple motor fields, such as balance 
[51], gait [52], fatiguability [53], as well as cognitive skills 
like executive functions [54], verbal fluency and memory 
[55] (see also Di Tella et al. for a systematic review [56]).

Finally, in the realm of pediatric population, the remote 
administration of rehabilitative treatments may take advan-
tage from the possibility to enrich sessions with gamificated 
features. This aspect jointly with the instrinsic benefit of act-
ing in a home-based setting might be exploited in children 
with cerebral palsy, administering motivating task-oriented 
exercises able to improve upper limbs motor function [22, 
30, 57].

Despite its encouraging potentialities, the administra-
tion of telerehabilitation may present relevant challenges in 
patients suffering from cognitive disturbances [25], where 
understanding of procedures may be impaired, and then 
adherence to treatment suboptimal.

Another instance where the adoption of telerehabilita-
tion should be cautiously considered concerns patients with 
poor confidence or aversion toward technology. Such con-
ditions more frequent in elderly people may be mitigated 
by a proper preliminary training, and by the choice of an 
easy-to-use setup.

Finally, patient eligibility has to deal with neurological 
symptoms severity or possible comorbidities. For instance, 
verbal impairments impeding a proper communication with 
cure providers, as well as the occurrence of relevant cardio-
vascular comorbidities requiring continuous and supervised 
monitoring during active exercises could contraindicate the 
participation in telerehabilitation.

Telerehabilitative approaches

Task‑oriented motor rehabilitation

Most of evidence on neurological telerehabilitation effec-
tiveness come from randomized-controlled studies where 
task-oriented approaches have been remotely applied in 
stroke patients with upper-limb motor impairment [6, 20, 
42]. It is worth to note that task-oriented methods may be 
also fruitfully applied to other brain injuries [58] and neu-
rodegenerative conditions [59].

Task-oriented approach consists in administering goal-
directed tasks targeting various motor control features, span-
ning from movement speed to range of motion (see Cramer 
et al. [18] for an exemplar repertoire of exercises). Despite 
traditionally targeting upper limbs [6, 20], goal-oriented 
remote approaches have been recently adopted in the bal-
ance and gait rehabilitation field, where the introduction of 

low-cost infra-red camera and portable balance boards allow 
to deliver home-based training to people with MS [51], Par-
kinson’s disease [60] and stroke [43].

As a general rule of thumb, task-oriented exercises should 
meet the following criteria: (1) being challenging and mean-
ingful, (2) addressing relevant and multiple impairments, 
(3) enhancing specific motor abilities through overload, (4) 
being endowed with goal-directedness in movement organ-
ization. Here, the major driver of task-specific self-confi-
dence is represented by the successful performance accom-
plishment (see Winstein et al. [61]). Associated gamification 
features and feedbacks delivery may emphasize this latter 
factor, ultimately boosting task-oriented effectiveness [20].

Action Observation Treatment

Despite being groupable among task-oriented approaches, 
Action Observation Treatment (AOT) deserves a special 
consideration due to its methodological peculiarities, mak-
ing it a paradigmatic framework for telerehabilitation. AOT 
is based on the notion that the observation of an action, fol-
lowed by its imagination and executional attempt, is able to 
promote neuroplasticity processes underlying motor func-
tional improvement [62]. Its efficacy has been demonstrated 
in a wide range of neurological disorders, such as stroke 
[63], Parkinson’s disease [64], multiple sclerosis [65] and 
cerebral palsy [30].

Being grounded on the delivery of visual stimuli depict-
ing actions to be trained, AOT is endowed with a special 
vocation for remote administration. Indeed, AOT has been 
recently opened to telerehabilitation, especially in pediatric 
population [22, 30, 57]. Nuara et al. [22] applied a home-
based, peer-to-peer AOT to 20 children with cerebral palsy 
(CP) with upper-limb impairment. During AOT remote ses-
sions, participants had to observe and then imitate a wizard 
performing dexterity-demanding magic tricks. Kinemat-
ics were monitored via a markerless infrared system, and 
reinforcing feedbacks were provided upon the use of the 
impaired hand. Subsequently, a peer-to-peer live video-
session to practice the same exercises took place. Follow-
ing treatment, an improvement in hand motor abilities was 
found. Of note, peer-to-peer difference in hand motor ability 
was correlated to the amount of improvement, indicating 
that it is preferable for a child to observe a leading peer 
with higher motor skills. Beyond proving the feasibility of 
telerehabilitative approach for AOT, this study showed that 
in a “dual rehabilitation model”, patients could simultane-
ously act as “beneficiaries” and “providers” within the motor 
rehabilitation process.

Scaling up the remote and peer-to-peer approach for 
dual rehabilitation, one could envision the realization of a 
wide network of patients undergoing interactive and remote 
AOT. Here, each user could in turn improve his skills by 
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interacting with a more capable peer, or act as a trainer 
towards a more impaired individual. Beyond promoting a 
greater motor resonance [22, 66, 67], the interplay across 
patients experiencing the same symptoms would favour ben-
eficial social instances, like reciprocal encouragement and 
other friendly exchanges. Besides the high sustainability, 
the peer-to-peer approach could be easily extended to other 
neurological conditions in which AOT has proven effective, 
opening technologically advanced telerehabilitation to novel, 
social-enriched scenarios.

Cognitive telerehabilitation

Cognitive rehabilitation includes a wide group of inter-
ventions aimed at consolidating or recovering previously 
acquired patterns of behavior, or at establishing new cog-
nitive abilities compensating for impaired neurological 
systems [68]. Here, adopting telerehabilitation would ease 
the achievement of key factors of cognitive treatment effi-
cacy, such as training intensivity, prolongation over time 
and engagement, ultimately empowering patient’s ability to 
transfer cognitive skills from virtual to real world [69]. Stud-
ies demonstrating the feasibility and effectiveness of cogni-
tive rehabilitation have been mostly conducted on people 
suffering from neurodegenerative diseases (see Cotelli et al. 
[25] for a recent systematic review). However, there are also 
evidences that remote administration of cognitive rehabilita-
tion can ameliorate the cognitive outcome of post-surgical 
patients with brain tumors [70], as well as of people with 
stroke [71] and multiple sclerosis [72].

Recent approaches in cognitive telerehabilitation encom-
pass the use of interactive applications pursuing learning and 
education as primary objectives (i.e. serious games). Com-
bining a challenging and rewarding nature with affordable 
costs, serious games can be intensively administered in the 
familiar environment of patient’s own home. Their adoption 
showed promising results in improving cognitive symptoms 
in Alzheimer disease [73], stroke [74] and cerebral palsy 
[75]. However, their diffusion is restricted because of the 
poor customization and the limited theorethical ground driv-
ing their development. For this reason, a growing effort is 
ongoing to tailor serious games to the clinical features of 
people with specific cognitive impairments [69].

Patient and caregiver’s education

Besides the administration of active treatments, neurological 
telerehabilitation should incorporate complementary health 
services for the achievement of disease-specific priorities 
able to affect long-term outcomes [6, 20, 76]. Among them, 
the education of patients about relevant aspects of their own 
disease may be crucial for health-status awareness, for sec-
ondary prevention [6, 20], and for the adoption of proper 

life-styles aimed at improving quality of life [77]. This pos-
sibility has been recently exploited for patients with stroke, 
where daily “education pills” have been embedded in the 
telerehabilitative path to optimize functional status, boost 
motivation and prevent secondary cerebrovascular events 
[20]. Such an educational approach could be extended also 
to neurodegenerative conditions, where life-style and dietary 
measures may potentially impact on disease progression and 
quality of life [78, 79].

Telerehabilitation settings

The ideal rehabilitation setting should combine the highest 
portability and smartness on the patient side, with the high-
est efficiency on the healthcare provider side. For simplic-
ity, from here on, we will refer to these sides as patient and 
therapist, respectively.

The main elements comprising the patient-setting are: 
a computer connected to internet, devices for audio–visual 
presentation, and wearable sensors interfacing with the com-
puter for tracking the patient’s performance.

Concerning hardware, current solutions maximize the 
portability and lightness of a tele-rehabilitative setup. 
Indeed, workstations with a Local Area Network (LAN) con-
nection can be easily replaced to date by portable devices 
(laptops, tablets, or even smartphones) continuously con-
nected to wireless networks. Although well-fitting with 
the notion of home-based telerehabilitation, such solutions 
would allow a full-portability of the telerehabilitation setup, 
making patients capable to adhere to treatment at any time 
and any place.

While the above-mentioned devices allow the presenta-
tion of multimedia content, several rehabilitative practices 
adopted virtual reality (VR) to recreate realistic and three-
dimensional environments in which patients may bodily 
operate. Among VR techniques, fully immersive VR is 
based on a completely computer-generated environment 
built to evoke the perception to be physically present in a 
virtual world. Here, the viewing medium is generally rep-
resented by a head-mounted visor. Conversely, in mixed 
reality (MR), real and virtual objects coexist, interacting 
in a mixed environment. Closer to the real-world scenario, 
augmented reality (AR) enhances the sensory experience 
of the real environment introducing computer-generated 
elements, encompassing the adoption of common devices 
like smartphones or tablets as viewing media (see Table 2 
for a summary of features and administration modalities of 
main VR technologies). Noteworthy, the different degrees of 
immersion and physical interaction [80, 81], as well as view-
ing devices, need to be chosen according to patient’s specific 
features and rehabilitative aims. For example, in cognitive 
rehabilitation, the VR system has to be designed to ensure 
a comfortable and familiar virtual experience [82]. Mixed 
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reality would best fit in this case, since patient perception 
to attend procedures at his/her own home might boost the 
compliance to sessions, avoiding the dispersion of attentive 
resources, reducing anxiety and ultimately favoring treat-
ment outcome. Especially, but not exclusively, in cognitively 
impaired patients, preliminary-assisted training aimed at 
verifying the comprehension of the task and the tolerability 
to the procedure, is advised thus ensuring users’ comfort 
with the VR technology.

VR technologies have been fruitfully applied to several 
neurological conditions, including stroke [83–86], Parkin-
son’s disease [50, 87], multiple sclerosis [51, 88] and cer-
ebral palsy [89, 90], showing an overall satisfactory profile 
of feasibility and efficacy [91]. Modern VR-based systems 
(e.g. headsets integrated with haptic, auditory and visual 
feedbacks) allow the administration of a multi-modal, fully 
immersive stimulation, giving to the patient the vivid per-
ception to be physically present in the virtual environment. 
Sometimes, VR users may experience symptoms of motion 
sickness (commonly referred as “VR sickness” or “cyber-
sickness”), including dizziness, fatigue, disorientation and 
nausea. Several preventive measures have been proposed to 
mitigate such side effects, like providing multimodal stimu-
lation, using dynamic adjustment of depth of field, increase 
the fidelity of virtual scenarios with sinchronous and multi-
modal stimuli (see Chang et al. [92] for a review). Novel all-
in-one VR solutions merging the computer and the viewing 
device within a wireless headset, may include optical track-
ing systems and advanced visual adjustments to prevent the 
insurgence of dizziness and motion sickness, thus making 
VR technology applicable for a larger number of patients.

In a recent metanalysis, Howard [91] identified three 
major factors linked to the efficacy of VR-based neuroreha-
bilitation. The first one—namely “increased excitement”— 
regards the patient attitude to be engaged during the treat-
ment procedures. Boosting attention and motivation, such a 
positive reaction may be favored by the adoption of novel 
immersive devices, the delivery of rewarding feedbacks and 
specific “gamification” features [93, 94]. The second one is 
the “increased physical fidelity”, i.e. the ability to transpose 

into the “real-life” tasks performed during the session. In 
this regard, mixed-reality-based systems could sustain a real-
istic perception of the environment by fostering a natural 
performance on behalf of patients. The third factor is the 
“increased cognitive fidelity”, that is the capacity of VR-
based treatments to ground psychological processes in sce-
narios whose complexity resembles everyday life [95, 96].

Beyond informing the patient, the ideal telerehabilitation 
setup should inform about the patient. Direct monitoring 
of patient performance is fundamental to verify the adher-
ence to treatment, to ensure safety, and to monitor recovery 
trajectory. While the first two aspects can be fully achieved 
by means of teleconference systems, the recovery trajectory 
needs to be objectively quantified estimating subtle changes 
in patient’s performance by integrating specific monitoring 
devices in the rehabilitation system.

Portable mechatronic devices (i.e. haptic joysticks) repre-
sent one of the earlier and cost-effective solutions for upper-
limb telerehabilitation. They can apply forces and measure 
hand position, thus indirectly quantifying the user perfor-
mance [97]. However, these devices allow only few types of 
movement, hindering the possibility to evaluate fine motor 
actions like grasping or finger apposition [98]. To overcome 
these limitations, systems based on sensorized gloves have 
been developed and tested in neurological patients [89, 
99]. Despite the promising results of their adoption in hand 
motor training protocols [89, 99], the potential dependence 
on caregivers for the wearing may represent a barrier for 
their use. Moreover, the exclusive monitoring of the hand 
does not permit the evaluation of concomitant postural atti-
tudes of more proximal segments of the upper limb, as well 
as of the trunk [100]. In turn, Inertial Measurement Units 
(IMUs) systems are able to reconstruct accurately complex 
and multi-segmentary body postures also in outdoor envi-
ronments. Nevertheless, these systems are often difficult 
to wear by neurological patients without assistance. The 
maximal independence of the patient could be ensured by 
optical marker-less solutions (e.g. portable infrared cam-
era sensors), which however are mainly suited to track large 
movements [101]

Table 2  Basic features and 
administration modalities of 
the principal virtual reality 
technologies
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Concerning trunk and lower limbs kinematic evaluation, 
beyond IMUs, simpler wearable step counters (i.e. podom-
eters) may provide information about gait parameters like 
walking speed, cadence, double support and stride with a 
reliability comparable to the gold standard for gait analysis 
[102, 103]. In addition, even smartphones can acquire useful 
objective data about gait and balance, being equipped with 
accelerometers and gyroscopes to detect body parameters, 
such as falls, postural sway, gait performance, and balance 
stability [104, 105].

In summary, the choice of the appropriate sensor should 
be based on patient’s neurological impairment, the primary 
outcome, the possibilities of assistance from the caregivers, 
and costs affordability. Moreover, to favor the detailing of 
patient’s clinical picture, multiple and complementary types 
of sensors could be simultaneously adopted.

Once the patient-setting has been designed, an equally 
relevant part to take care of is the therapist-setting, i.e. the 
architecture enabling the home-based setup to download 
information relevant to the treatment delivery, and to upload 
data concerning the patient performance. Ideally, an online 
platform should be accessible 24/7 by both patients and 
clinicians, with secure accounts adhering to privacy inter-
national rules. The former can start a new session at their 
convenience, having stimuli and procedure automatically 
downloaded according to clinical prescription and to their 
own rehabilitative history. The latter, in turn, can access the 
system either to monitor online the patient performance (e.g. 
during the first home-based session or after relevant treat-
ment change), or to review offline the same performance in 
light of the whole medical history.

Beyond facing security issues, the bidirectional data 
transfer between the patient- and therapist-settings should 
keep into account the possibility of connectional malfunc-
tions, thus accounting for proper buffering and/or offline 
data storage strategies.

Data processing

The use of sensors presents three main cascade advantages. 
The first is the online monitoring of patient’s performance 
allowing clinicians and therapists to provide within-session 
feedbacks to patients or caregivers. Even if a simple webcam 
would be enough to detect large anomalies in behavioral 
performance of the patients, sensors could instantly signal 
subtle anomalies relative to previous history and/or to nor-
mative data.

A second advantage is the possibility to deliver online 
feedbacks aimed at encouraging appropriate patient’s behav-
ior[22], or conversely at discouraging unsuitable ones; in 
this regard, the adoption of strategies integrating sensors 
and virtual reality (e.g. the online visual amplification of 

patient’s errors) may boost the learning process [80], biasing 
patient’s behavior toward the correct one.

Last but not least, the therapist-platform can be embed-
ded with signal processing tools capable to identify rele-
vant features about individual patient performance and his-
tory, and to compare them against data from other patients 
matched for clinical conditions. In addition, to provide 
relevant insights on the long-term dynamics of patient’s 
performance, this approach would pave the way to digital 
phenotyping [106], and the subsequent implementation of 
machine-learning models aimed to predict functional out-
comes. Such information would ultimately support choices 
and adjustments by the clinicians, thus maximizing the ben-
eficial effects of the whole rehabilitative pathway.

Conclusion

Thanks to modern technology, an exclusive telerehabilitation 
represents the only valuable and scalable solution in case 
of constrained and persistent social distance requirements, 
making patients act in virtual scenarios while remotely inter-
acting with clinicians.

The lesson taught by COVID-19 pandemic, however, 
could partially apply also to daily neurorehabilitation rou-
tines, so to relieve the care burden around neurological 
patients and their management. Indeed, while face-to-face 
therapeutic interactions represent an irreplaceable element in 
the relationship between patients and healthcare providers, 
telerehabilitative sessions could act as the missing pieces of 
the puzzle leading to an optimal continuity of cure.

In such a “mixed” model of neurorehabilitative care, 
hospital-based procedures (e.g. post-acute protocols, clini-
cal-neurophysiological evaluations, intensive training, etc.) 
might be used mainly to forge the scaffold of the rehabilita-
tive program, while telerehabilitation could be prevalent in 
the long-term consolidation of functional progresses [107]. 
The development of this model requires the synergistic 
involvement of clinicians, therapists, engineers, developers 
along with caregivers and patients to promote the overall 
sustainability and effectiveness of the rehabilitative pathway.
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